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ISIS is a terrorist group from Syria and Iraq of the Middle East. They have been taking credit for beheading 
an American journalist. The United States police departments have been looking for any proof, since mid 
September. And trying to plan possible bombs in major cities. For example New York State. 
 
   Many Reporters have been searching for proof of bomb attacks in Turkey and other countries as well, yet 
most US PD have also been looking for bomb attack evidence.  
Some reporters, such as Brian Knowlton from the New York Times, has reported quoting this “I have no 
Doubt that there will be days when they use indirect fires into Baghdad,” the advisor, General Martin E. Dempsey, said 
in an interview with “This Week” on ABC. Many reports like Brian’s have been announced global.  
Mr. Obama spoke Mr. Erdongan on Saturday, and notified him of the direction to conduct the airdrops. 
 
 In mid September, ISIS was planning possible firing of bombs in the US. They are doing this because they 
don’t like what the United States stands for. Freedom and Individuality.  They are also shooting indirect 
fires in Baghdad.  

ISIS has weapons in Syria, for example a chlorine cylinder, and other weapons involving breathing 
problems.  

The NYCPD is searching for terrorist attacks in the United States.   The NYPD has not yet found 
any evidence in the United States. ISIS has shattered Syria and The Middle East. And who knows what 
their next attack may be. 
 
 

ISIS: An attack may be      
near… 

                LUCY SPITZER 

ISIS member from France 
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Apple and Androids are getting competitive! 
   (The Pros and Cons of Apple and Android) 

Rachel Miller 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Both iPhones and Androids have great features, yet when it comes to which one you should buy, you might be 

stumped! With just a little sighnificant information on both phones, you will know exactly which to buy. 
 
The iPhone: is one of the most popular phones yet. And by some people’s opinions, it is better than an 

Android because of it’s amazing features. For example, it has the latest apps on it’s app store, good camera quilities, 
comes with FaceTime, and can store a lot. But there are some bad things about iPhones that make people not want 
them. They are small, cost more than androids, and according Anne P. Mitchell, “ the iPhone is set up so that it will 
not ever default to the mobile version of a web site, so not only is it excrutiatingly slow, but it insists on loading 
the full site, not the mobile-lite version” elaborated Anne, “Getting used to the virtual keyboard is not nearly so 
easy as Apple would have you believe. In fact, it is rather difficult and has a fairly steep learning curve. You will 
learn it, but it may take a few days...”  

 
    The Android: is not as popular as the iPhone, but is still a excellent phone. For example, you can customize not only 
your wallpaper, but make a pretty theme. You can also, charger your Android with ANY phone charger (even iPhone 
chargers), and all apps come in ABC order so you don’t have to search for an app. (And plus, there immense.)  But 

Androids don’t have a good camera and it doesn’t have FaceTime. 
 

   Now you might be thinking, so which one should I buy? Well, it all depends on what you look for in a 
phone. If you’re looking for a cheap phone, you should buy an Android. In 2010, an iPhone was 700 dollars and 
Androids were 440 dollars. But in 2012, iPhones were 650 dollars, Androids were 250 dollars, described Joshua 
Sherman. So if you want a cheap phone, BUY AN ANDROID. 

 
   If you prefer a phone that is big, buy an Android. The only iPhone that is big is the iPhone 6 plus. (Just came 

out) All Androids are big. The apple company made the iPhone 6 plus because they realized how big Androids were. 
You can watch videos with a full screen. If you have an Android! Want a big phone? BUY AN ANDROID. 

 
Now, you might also want a phone with an outstanding camera (including FaceTime) you should buy an 

iPhone. You are able to do lots with the camera ,apple provides. Only iPhones have "FaceTime" which is an app where 
you can spend time in face- to -face contact with somebody! Like? BUY AN IPHONE. 
 

Want the latest apps yet? Buy an iPhone. Apple came up with the whole "app store" thing. It stores everything 
you need as well. The list is end less on the apps there are and how many you can get. APPS? BUY AN IPHONE. 

Through out all of this info, which phone do you think is best for you? Apple or Android? 
	  
 

Through out all the great features Apple and Android gives, which one is better? 
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     Brisk and determined, the runners race to the finish line!  The Fanwood 5K,a run, took place on 
October 19th 2014.  It was from Martine Avenue to Third Street.  The top three runners were 
Francisco Marales from Bound Brook in first place with a time of 18 minutes and 45 seconds.  In 
second place was Andy Lazarus from Glen Ridge with a time of 18 minutes and 55 seconds.  In third 
place was Daniel Jablon from Fanwood, with a time of 18 minutes and 58 seconds; a writer of the 
Fanwood 5K originally wrote this significant news.   
 

“The race day’s activities begin with the Family Fun Run at 9 A.M., in LaGrande Park; the 
5K Race followed at 9:30 A.M.,” a writer from the Suburban News reported.   There was also free 
face painting, and the people who were in the race were put in a raffle.  The fee was $22 for regular 
runners, $18 for UAATF members, and for families it was $10 with a T- shirt and $5 without a T-
shirt; a reporter from the Suburban News indicated all this.   

 
 To exercise at least 15 minutes a day makes it a 30% lower risk of dying.  “The researchers 

did find that in general, runners had less risk of dying than people who engaged in more moderate 
activities such as walking,” stated Gretchen Reynolds of the New York Times. “Running just happens 
to be the most convenient way for most people to exercise intensely,” Dr. Church elaborated in the 
New York Times.  

 
“During the week, include two to three short runs with a few, small pick ups—short, snappy 

segments that get your legs moving faster and prepare you for the faster tempo of the race—to keep 
your legs fresh.  Arrive at the race site 60 minutes prior to the start. About 25 minutes prior to the 
race, get warmed up,” suggested Elizabeth Waterstraat, from Shape. 
 
     Running is a entertaining way to be active, and hang with families and friends. If someone enjoys 
running, then I would highly suggest that next year they run the Fanwood 5K.  Hope to see many 
runners next year!   
 
 

Being Prepared for a Race Makes it More 
Enjoyable 

Clare McGuinness 

Francisco Marales, the winner of the Fanwood 5K, is running 
his hardest 
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The fun filled day full of tricks, treats and fun costumes called Halloween. Every year on 
October 31st kids participate by dressing up on Halloween while parents hand out candy to young trick-
or-treaters. Halloween is commonly celebrated by children who dress in costume and collect candy or 
other treats door-to-door, but should Halloween be a national holiday? The significant decision leaves 
many torn.  

   
Though some say they love everything about Halloween they want to change it a bit. Instead of 

handing out sugary candy some are starting to hand out money! Ron Leiber explains. This would be 
great for children with allergies that cannot eat half of their candy. Money would replace the sugary 
delight, but some say they want Halloween to stay the same! “I mentioned to my 8-year-old daughter the 
idea of giving money away instead of candy. Her judgment was swift. “Dad,” she said. “No.” says Ron 
Leiber. Handing out coins to children while trick-or-treating was a definite no to local trick or treaters!  
Expectedly, kids just love the idea of getting free candy on Halloween night. The only ones opposition 
to the idea of money not candy is of course the kids. 
 

Some people who love Halloween give examples for why everyone should love the celebration.  
Some say they love the thrill of being scared from real haunted houses where there is real body parts 
instead of plastic, and real life ghosts who have died in that house!  
 

While some love Halloween others indicated how much they really dislike Halloween. Some 
think Halloween is an offensive holiday.   “I realize my costume hurt and offended people and I truly 
apologize.” Said Julianne Hough.  Some think flags should go up when it comes to certain costumes. 
“You don’t have to be so literal as to offend others,” said Lorne Lucree, director of marketing at the 
company. 

 
Smothered in different reasons why or why not Halloween should be a holiday no one knows 

what to do. Creepy, fun, and offensive the decision between making Halloween a national holiday is 
tough! 

 
 
 

Halloween, offensive for some                Serena Sirchio   

  

Common Halloween candy found in children’s trick or treat bags 



 

 

Across 
1. I could be around 
you when you don't 
know I am there. 

4. I could be a nice pet, but 
if you see me on Halloween I 
am bad luck. 
7. You do this on Halloween 
when you want to be a 
character or something other 
than yourself. 
Down 
2. I am what you say when you 
walk up to someone's door for 
candy. 
3. I am big and orange and 
has a face but not like 
yours. 
5. I am very sweet and people 
give me out on Halloween. 
6. I like a red substance 
that comes out of you and I 
have sharp teeth. 
8. I have many legs and a lot 
people don't like me. 

 

 

A Halloween Crossword Puzzle 
 

By Lucy Spitzer 

By Clare McGuinness 



 

 

Book Review! 
By Rachel Miller 

   Drama by Raina Telgemeier, is a fun filled book for kids ages 10 through 14. It is about “Callie who loves theater. And while she 
would totally try out for her middle school’s production of Moon Over Mississippi, she’s a terrible singer. Instead she’s the set designer 
for the stage crew, and this year she’s determined to create a set worthy of Broadway on a middle-school budget. But how can she, when 
she doesn’t know much about carpentry, ticket sales are down, and the crew members are having trouble working together? Not to 
mention the onstage AND offstage drama that occurs once the actors are chosen, and when two cute brothers enter the picture, things 
get even crazier! Following the success of SMILE, Raina Telgemeier brings us another graphic novel featuring a diverse set of 
characters that humorously explores friendship, crushes, and all-around drama!” (240 pages) 

 
    If you like that book, try Raina’s other books. Such as: Smile, Sisters, and The Baby-Sitters  

 
 
With everyday pandemonium, you might not have time to plan a Halloween costume, but Halloween is just around 
the corner; do you have your costume all set? If not, think about the top 
ten costume ideas for young boys and girls. The girls list full of predictable 
things like princess and girly outfits might be a great choice for you!  
Need a girls costume idea? Here are some definite options!  

TOP GIRLS HALLOWEEN 
1. Elsa (Frozen) 

2. Anna (Frozen) 
3. Witch 

4. Mermaid 
5. Pirate 

6. Unicorn 
7. Snow White 

8. Wonder Woman 
9. 50s-Style Poodle Dress 

10. Cinderella 
 
According to Zulilly Elsa the snow queen from the movie Frozen was indicated to be the top girls costume beating out 
her sister Anna in to second place! In last place lies the classic Disney princess Cinderella, along with some other 
costume favorites!  
 
 Predictably the boy’s top costumes remain similar to future years. Superhero’s and ninjas are still on the list of 
most popular costumes Halloween of 2014! If you still need a costume idea for young boys these are definitely great 
options!  
        TOP BOYS HALLOWEEN COSTUME 

1. Spider Man 
2. Ninja 

3. Batman 
4. Superman 

5. Captain America 
6. Knight 

7. Optimus Prime 
8. Darth Vader 

9. Iron Man 
10. Red Ranger 

With so many costume options this Halloween, You can use any of the 10 costumes ideas for boys and girls. See top 
costumes giving you ideas of your costumes. Dressing up is surely a significant part of Halloween; Make sure your 

costume is trendy, cool and stylish!  
 
 

Costume ideas! 
By Serena Sirchio 


